NLG, Tableau, and Insurance

So, what is

NLG?

NLG INGREDIENTS

Structured Data

The main requirement for implementing NLG
is ownership or access to structured data.

Wordsmith

Natural language generation (NLG) is a
software process that automatically transforms
data into human-sounding narrative. NLG is a
subset of artificial intelligence focused on
taking data, finding what’s interesting or
important, and communicating those insights
with natural language.

Wordsmith is a self-service natural language
generation platform.

Dashboard

Wordsmith allows you to embed written
analysis directly in your dashboards.

...drum roll...

Automated Insights is the creator of
Wordsmith, the world’s first self-service NLG
platform. Wordsmith gives companies
complete control over transforming your data
into insightful narrative, all at an unprecedented
speed and scale. The best part? Wordsmith
integrates with Tableau!

Adding NLG to your Tableau dashboards
has never been this easy. The Wordsmith
Extension allows you to seamlessly connect
your data, quickly build and customize notes,
and instantly publish natural language insights
that update in real time—all directly inside
Tableau.

Written analysis

Visual analysis

Easy-to-understand format

Makes big data viewable

Provides context

Powerful data exploration

Prescriptive analytics

Complex data analysis

Better together
Combine the power of visual analysis with written analysis
to tell every aspect of your data’s story and get the most
out of your Tableau deployments.

NLG’s sweet spot for
insurance analytics
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• Elizabeth, this period your sales
totaled more than $692,000. Job
well done!
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• You exceeded your quota by
$192,145, which means that your
sales amounted to 138% of the
goal amount!
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• You earned $127,355 in
commission, which means you
ended up bringing home 155%
more in commissions than base pay.
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• The commission you earned made
up 72% of your total salary
($177,355), while your base pay
accounted for 28% of that total.

Make decisions faster, business
processes more efficient, and carriers
more competitive.
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Allstate, Tableau, and
NLG by the numbers
Allstate’s analytics team uses Wordsmith
for Tableau to elevate their dashboard
experience and automatically support over
10,000 agents, 250 field sales leaders, and
40 territory sales leaders spread across 14
regional markets.
Each end-user receives personalized
insights via Wordsmith that guide them
through their sales metrics and
empowers them to make their own
data-driven decisions.

NLG scales Allstate’s analysis in Tableau
to support their entire sales field
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NLG has the power to enhance how we
communicate, understand, and act on data

Communicate
By communicating 24/7 analysis in natural
language, analytics teams can ensure that
everyone is aligned with their company’s
strategy and receives the most pertinent
information in real time.

90%

“

By 2020, natural language
generation and artificial
intelligence will be a standard
feature of 90% of modern BI
and analytics platforms.

Gartner, Augmented Analytics Is the Future of Data and Analytics,
Rita L. Sallam, Cindi Howson, Carlie J. Idoine, 27 July 2017

Understand
Give every end-user an automated data
expert embedded within their insurance
dashboards, explaining your data’s every
move in a medium they can understand
—the written word.

64%

“

64% of Insurers see data
and analytics and AI/ML as
the top technology areas to
be a “game changer” for
their organization.

Act
Weave together a comprehensive story
that tell end-users “what happened”
and “why,” but most importantly, deliver
prescriptive analytics that tell the them
exactly what course of action to take.

See NLG in

action!
Start arming your Tableau
dashboards with NLG.
To get started, visit
automatedinsights.com

Get Started with NLG

Gartner, 2019 CIO Agenda: Insurance Industry Insights,
Kimberly Harris-Ferrante, 15 October 2019

About Automated Insights
Automated Insights is an official partner of Tableau and creator of Wordsmith, the world’s first self-service natural language generation
platform for business intelligence. Automated Insights empowers organizations to generate human-sounding narratives from data, making it
easy to produce real-time written analytics, personalized reports, and stories at scale. Wordsmith is utilized by companies such as Allstate,
Associated Press, and Cisco to increase organizational data literacy and broaden the adoption of business intelligence software. To learn more
about NLG and how to get started, visit automatedinsights.com.
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